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FEB 0 4 2020
CITY CLERK
Aldo C. Urrutia 1979 Trust
3995 Caughlin Creek Road
Reno, Nevada 89519
(208) 461-7663
February 4, 2020
Reno City Council
One East First Street
Reno, Nevada 89501
Re:

Case No. LDC20-00022 - Majestic Liberty Zoning Change
Case No. LDC20-00030 - Majestic Liberty Special Use Permit

Dear Mayor Schieve and Council Members:
I am writing to provide neighbor input on two actions taken by the Planning Commission
at their meeting on January 9, 2020 regarding the above referenced Cases for the property
located at the southeast corner of North Virginia Street and Seneca Drive.
Our family has owned the property directly across Seneca Drive from the subject
property for over 60 years. We have been prope11y owners and a witness to the Horizon
Hills area through three generations, including the growth and development that has
occurred in the past 5 years.
Case No. LDC20-00022 - Majestic Liberty Zoning Change
I support the Planning Commission's action to approve the rezoning of this parcel to
Industrial. Based on the information at the hearing, including surrounding uses, the
zoning is appropriate and consistent with the overall guidance of Reno's Master Plan.
Case No. LDC20-00030 - Majestic Liberty Special Use Permit
I support Majestic Liberty' s appeal of the Planning Commission's denial of the special
use permit and ask that you overturn the Commission's decision. Staff supported the
special use permit request. Tlie proposed use is the highest and best use of the property at
this time. Majestic Liberty appears to be making extensive efforts to meet the City's
requirements and protect the neighborhood, while still maintaining the project's
economic viability. I believe the project as presented is appropriate and beneficial to the
community.
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Re: LDC20-00030 Majestic Development at 9455 N Virginia Street
1 message
Kyle Chisholm <chisholmk@reno.gov>
Mon, Feb 10, 2020 at 10:45 AM
To: Robert Freiheit <robert@libertyholding.com>, Reno City Clerk's Office <cityclerk@reno.gov>

Robert,
Thanks for your comment. I have copied the City Clerk so that your comment will be part of the
record.
Take careKyle Chisholm
Assistant Planner
Community Development Department
City of Reno
1 E. 1st Street, 2nd Floor
ch ishol mk@reno.gov
775.326.6665
To check the status of your Building Permit, please visit the ONE citizen access portal
at https://aca.accela.com/one/ and select Building.

On Mon, Feb 10, 2020 at 9:17 AM Robert Freiheit <robert@libertyholding.com> wrote:

Dear Kyle,

A quick note supporting Majestic Real Estate project on N Virginia Street south of Seneca
Drive. I support the industrial project on the 35 acre site . The proposed multi-tenant
' distribution project has minimal impact on the neighborhood . The project's street view is
pleasing with an extensive landscaping plan. The interior truck court minimize sound and
visual impact to the street and the neighborhood.

J

Best regard ,

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O?ik=132296135e&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1658176484144624077% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1658176484144...
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Fwd: Impact of climate change and human activity on the North
Valleys
1 message
Rick Caldeira <caldeirar@reno.gov>
To: CityClerk <CityClerk@reno.gov>

Mon, Feb 10, 2020 at 8:26 AM

For file

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Peter Wigand <p.wigand.eeseemr@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Feb 9, 2020 at 6:57 AM
Subject: Impact of climate change and human activity on the North Valleys
To: <mayor@reno.gov>, <weberb@reno.gov>, <delgadoo@reno.gov>, <reesed@reno.gov>,
<brekhusj@reno.gov>, <duerrn@reno.gov>, <jardonn@reno.gov>
Cc: <producers@ktvn.com>, <reno-krnv-feedback@sbgtv.com>, <ed.pearce@kolotv.com>,
<malger@ktvn.com>, J. Matt Wigand <wigandjm@hotmail.com>, Monique Herbst
<moniqueherbst@yahoo.com>, <wesherbst@gmail.com>, Derise Wigand <wigand@gbis.com>

Dear Reno City Council,
I am concerned about the placement of a new warehouse next to my house in the Horizon Hills
area of North Reno. I understand that a hearing will be held on Tuesday evening regarding this
issue. Unfortunately, I am currently occupied with research and projects in Europe, but I would
like to make a contribution to the discussion. I am not simply a home owner in the Horizon Hills
subdivision, but an environmental scientist as well. I have broad experience in issues related to
past, present and future environments and the climates that drive them. Research that I a
currently conducting around the Mediterranean is directly pertinent to the impact of the
warehouse in Northwest Reno. My contribution has become especially important, because it is
clear that issues related to the impact of fire, landscape exposure and ongoing climate change
and its future impact upon the area have not been considered. So I am submitting the attached
letter for your information. This letter is also being distributed in the Horizon Hills
Neighbourhood, and will be sent to the newspapers and television stations as well.

I know that Ms. Weber is particularly concerned with the welfare and health of the people in her
ward so I thought this might help in her assessment of the issue. My submission of this letter
from Dublin, Ireland, in the midst of Cyclone Ciara moving through Dublin has become
especially important, because the warehouse company is bribing families who had complaints
about the warehouse to drop their complaints. This is not how zoning amendments should
proceed. They should be based upon the facts and not just about which side has more money
to bribe people to change their testimony. I have included the news media as well, because I
know that both Ed Pearce and Mike Alger (who I took out to a 35,000-year old woodrat midden
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O?ik::: 132296135e&view:::pt&search:::all&permthid:::thread-f%3A1658167758968641724% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1658167758968 ...
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many years ago) are both interested in issues related to the impacts of climate change and
human activity on our quality of life in the Truckee Meadows. Although I cannot be there this
week in person (I am negotiating a large contract to restore farmlands in southern Italy), I hope
that this letter will provide some support for maintaining the quality of life of the people living in
the Truckee Meadows.
Thanks for your consideration of this letter,
Sincerely,
Dr. Peter Wigand

Earth- & Eco- Systems Expertise for Environmental Modeling & Restoration (EESEEMR)
A Research, Consulting & Implementation Co. (Dublin, Ireland), Applied Ecological and
Palaeoecological Studies
Dublin, Ireland
https://climatechangeandlanduseandlandscape.com
&
Visiting Research Professor
Department of Earth and Geoenvironmental Sciences (Dipartimento di Scienze della
Terra e Geoambientali)
University of Bari Aldo Moro (Universita Deg Ii Stu di di Bari Aldo Moro)
Bari, Italy
http://www.geo.uniba.it
&
Graduate Faculty, Department of Geography
https://www.unr.edu/geography/people
https://www.unr.edu/geography/people/peter-wigand
&
Research Faculty, Graduate Program of Hydrological Sciences
University of Nevada, Reno
Reno, NV 89557-0154
http ://www.hydro. u nr.edu/people/research_details .aspx?f55kj hGf2 H44gf=826&
Njhu789Skjh54Elfjk=120
&
Affiliate Associate Research Professor, Division of Earth and Ecosystem Sciences
Desert Research Institute
2215 Raggio Parkway, Reno, NV 89512
http://www.dri.edu/directory/earth-ecosystem-personnel
&
Great Basin & Mojave Paleoenvironmental Consulting & Research
Reno, NV 89506
https://httpwigandpetespaleoeco.com
&
Graduate Faculty, Department of Geology
California State University, Bakersfield
Bakersfield, CA 93311-1022
http://www.csub.edu/-dbaron/Wigand_talk.pdf
&
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O?ik=132296135e&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1658167758968641724% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1658167758968 .. .
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Associate Graduate Faculty,Department of Anthropology, University of Nevada, Las
Vegas
4505 S. Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, NV 89154-5003
https ://www. researchgate. neUprofile/Peter_Wigand
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/peter-wigand/35/90/764
http://4d.proclim.ch/4dcgi/all/en/Detail_Person?wigandp.reno
http://www.worldcat.org/identities/lccn-no99090280/
https://www.facebook.com/ernest.wigand
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=4XdKCSIAAAAJ&
hl=en&cstart=40&pagesize=20

~

Reno City Council Letter regarding Warehouse.pdf
564K
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To :
Whom it may concern
From: Dr. Peter E. Wigand
Owner: Great Basin & Mojave Paleoenvironmental Research & Consulting, Reno, NV, USA
htipd l b.ttpw.igandpctc.spak_ocw.cmnl
Co-Director: Earth- & Eco- Systems Expertise for Environmental Modelling & Rescue, Dublin, Ireland
hltps://climatechangeandlanduseandlanus.cape.com/
Dear City Council Members:
Jam forced to present my arguments against the planned warehouse just east and immediately adjacent to the Horizon
Hills residential area though this letter, because I am currently involved in a consulting business start-up in the
European Union, and located in Dublin, Ireland. Unfortunately, my presence in Europe at this time is critical.
I have watched the expansion of Reno into the North Valleys with some trepidation during the last 40 years because I
have noticed the continued disregard on abrogation of established zoning plans whenever a commercial interest exerted
its economic pressure upon the County Planning Commission or the City Council. This has almost always been at the
expense of the people living in the area. As I am sure you realize, part of the reason we moved to this part of Reno is to
avoid some of the rampant, unplanned development that has plagued Reno.
My scientific expe1iise is climate and human impact upon the ecosystem in the past, present and future. I have been
investigating environmental impact since the beginning of my graduate career at Washington State University in 1973.
I have been involved in research not only in North America (the Great Basin and Mojave Desert of the American West,
Mexico and Alaska), but also in the Nile Valley and Western Desert of Egypt, the uplands and eastern Badia of Jordan,
the southwestern coast of Cyprus, southeastern Spain and now in southern Italy, Ireland, and Iran, and shortly in
Tunisia as well. And everywhere I go I see the impact of changing climate and unchecked human activity. I have seen
raging fires burning almost 2/3 of the forests off the slopes of Mt Vesuvius in the summer of 2017, and the destruction
of a national forest in the hills on the border between Puglia and Basilicata province in southern Italy. Even the slopes
of Bray Head southeast of Dublin, Ireland, were burned by wildfires after a year-long drought in 2017-2018. I
witnessed the wildfire that burned behind Horizon Hills and forced its evacuation in the 1990s ... our house was where
everyone gathered because we were the most distant from the fire . Railroad cars parked at the edge of the community
posed an explosion threat and where cooled by fire fighters. This past summer witnessed even more and extremely
devastating fires .

Figure 1. Wildfire near Peavine Road Sunday, August 25th 2019. The loss of vegetation exposes the bare surface to
massive erosion during intense summer rainstorms for years to come. Invading cheatgrass will create an ongoing fire
hazard because of the highly flammable fuels it creates. (News 4 -Fox 11 digital)·
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The Washoe County Fire Plan 21.0 Reno - Northwest outlines a worst-case scenario of fire behavior on the slopes of
Peavine Mountain. The Plan goes on to state that:
21. I. 7 Ignition Risk Assessment
There is a high fire ignition risk in the Reno-Northwest community due to the tendency for summer afternoon thunderstorm
activity and high use of the area by the public. The area has a history of multiple ignitions and large fires.

It goes on to describe fire behavior on the slopes of Pea vine Mountain:
21.1.6 Fire Behavior Worst-Case Scenario
The worst-case scenario for the Horizon Hills and Black Springs area would be a dry lightning storm late on a summer
afternoon, during a year with above normal precipitation and abundant cheatgrass production. Multiple fire ignitions to the
west or south of the community would be pushed down slope or across slope into the community by strong erratic winds, greater
than twenty miles per hour. The remaining neighborhoods ofReno northwest would have a similar worst-case scenario. These
neighborhoods have the additional problem of steep narrow drainages that act as natural chimneys below structures that tend
to have the heaviest fuel concentrations. Little or no access to the area behind the structures in the drainages will make
suppression difficult. This condition is illustrated in Photo 6 ofAppendix C. Overha11ging wood decks and wood fences will also
increase the potential for structure loss. Ornamental junipers used in landscaping will increase fire intensities next to
structures.

The fire of 1991 came to the edge of Horizon Hills and even burned some out buildings on the southern edge of the
community. The fire had flames that were well over 50 to 70 feet in height, and they were driven by a very strong
wind, creating what is called a crown fire. It moved rapidly past the community and nearly reached the Raleigh Hills
subdivision
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serious problems. As my own studies and those of others have shown, fire results in the destruction of vegetation cover
which both shields the ground surface against the impact of rainfall that both breaks down the soil structure and its
resistance to erosion, and then carries away the soil because there is nothing to slow or hold back the movement of
surface water with the vegetation burned. And in the Great Basin the vegetation that does come back will be primarily
cheatgrass in the first few years. This will serve as the fuel for the cycle of fire. The flooding associate with storms in
the area will carry sediment down slope, fill the few catchments in the area, and then fill Silver Lake and other basins
in the north valley, flooding neighbourhoods around the lake as it has during the last few years. The point is that
vegetation cover slows water down so that it can be absorbed into the ground, and taken into the ground water. This is
important on the intermediate slopes of Pea vine Mountain, because this area is primarily alluvial fan. And it is here
where most of the ground water recharge occurs. If it simply runs off the surface it will simply run directly into the
playas in the valley bottom and cause flooding. Adding a warehouse with parking for hundreds of cars, seals the
alluvial fan, decreasing groundwater recharge significantly. With the large number of warehouses that have been built
on the slopes of Pea vine Mountain during the last decade, the recharge of groundwater has decreased significantly, and
increased the probability of flooding even more. The people living around the lakes of the North Valleys have very
substantial grounds for suing the city of Reno due to its policy of ignoring the impact of allowing warehouses to be
built. Allowing warehouses to be built is directly responsible for the flooding that has occurred in the North Valleys.
Until recently the incidence and impact of major floods was intermittent, and not very significant. However, the flood
of January 1, 1997 and the next four days demonstrated that the city of Reno was ill prepared for a major flood and that
continued amendments to the zoning plan had exposed new areas to significant flooding. In the Horizon hills area
surface run off from Peavine Mountain was incredible. Not only were stream channels filled to the brim, but even the
alluvial fans could not absorb the sudden glut of water. What could not be absorbed by the alluvial fans simply ran off.
The sagebrush steppe behind our house and our front yard became streams. And because the alluvial fan could not
absorb the glut of water, it filled the crawl spaces under the houses of the neighbourhood. We had water in the crawl
space of house that touched the joists under our floor. It took weeks for the water to be absorbed by the alluvial fan.
And this was despite the fact that we had a pump going to get rid of the water in our crawl space. As soon as we turned
off the pump to clean it, the water under our house rose again right under the floor joists. It took months if not several
years for thee mold growing in the walls of our house to disappear. The health ramifications of the mold contamination
upon our heath are still not fully known. You may say, well that flood was a rare occurrence. However, modifications
of the zoning plan is causing a ripple effect that is dramatically increasing the probability of such events. And then
there is climate change!
From studies that I have conducted in western North America, the central and eastern Mediterranean, and the Middle
East, it is clear that climate is changing. Global climate patterns are being displaced northward. In the Mediterranean, it
means that although annual rainfall is decreasing, rainfall events are being shifted into the summer season usually
following spring droughts. This means that when the rains come they fall on landscapes where the vegetation has dried
and offers little or no protection from rainfall. Increasing global temperatures are at the same time increasing the
intensity of summer rains to torrential down pours. In places where work such as southern Italy these rains come after
the harvest season and ploughing when soils are exposed to increasing erosion rates. There, almost four feet of topsoil
has been eroded just in the last decade, and over seven feet in the last 50 years. Saturation of soils has led to massive
landslides that are creating huge gullies and are destroying roads. In the American West, the same shift to intense,
torrential rains is occurring as well. We expect that monsoons which normally only penetrate into the Las Vegas area
today, will reach Winnemucca, and that the climates now experienced in Mojave, California, will be typical in the
Reno area within the next 30 years. What does this mean for landscapes around Reno, but in particular in Northwest
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Reno?
In effect, we can expect a reduction in annual rainfall of up to 20%, spring droughts will result in unprotected slopes on
Peavine Mountain, so when summer, torrential rains ... including abundant lightning ... come each year, there will be
numerous wildfires burning around the Reno area. In effect, the fires that we witnessed the last year will be nothing
compared to what we will see within the next ten to 20 years. Surface runoff and downslope flooding, as well as debrisflows will be typical summer events. Ground water recharge will be negligible, but annual flooding of the North Valley
playas will be the norm. Warehouses will simply add to the impact of this change in annual weather. The Sequence of
drought, summer storms, fire, cheatgrass invasion, un-retarded surface runoff, flooding of North Valley playas, and
major property destruction will be the norm.

Not only will the houses of the people who live in the area be at risk, but clearly the warehouses can expect to be
flooded in the valley floor, and filled with water and mud on the upper slopes during flood episodes. This is a relatively
conservative prognosis. It could be much worse.
Of course there a many immediate consequences of building the warehouses on the slopes above the North Virginia
corridor. The warehouse planned just east of Horizon Hills will disrupt one of the major drainages coming off the north
side of Peavine Mountain. The location of the warehouse with no buffers between it and the surrounding
neighbourhoods will also result in diversion of water east and west of the warehouse directly into the neighbourhoods
on either side of it.
The warehouse will also block an important winter animal movement route from snowed in Peavine Mountain into the
low lands where they can take shelter. Coyotes, wild cats, racoons, and even mountain lions and bears often come into
our neighbourhood to seek shelter from winter storms on Peavine Mountain. The warehouses being built would remove
another escape route for these animals. Of course numerous rodents, cottontail and jack rabbits will have habitat
destroyed. The rodents will be forced into the neighbourhoods and become a source of diseases, which will already be
on the increase do to global climate warming. Quail will also loose an important cover area. In winter we feed
hundreds of quail and many rabbits. We are also concerned about the displacement of rattlesnakes into our
neighbourhood as well. The construction of the warehouse will force many more rattlesnakes into our neighbourhood.
We already have had to move rattlesnakes up slope from our propetty. Can you imagine one of the warehouse tenants
coming out to their car and finding a couple of rattlesnakes under their car? You may say good riddance to the removal
of coyotes from the area, but they are the major control on the rodent population in the sagebrush steppe. There are of
course other impacts that the warehouse would have.
The impact of these warehouses upon the movement increased traffic flow in the area is obvious. The morning and
evening commutes are already a problem. of animals in the area is also of concern. If the warehouse goes in, I am sure
that we, the people of the North Valleys, will demand another traffic light be installed at the tum into the warehouse,
probably even a traffic divider with turn lane, will be demanded.
Poisoning of the ground water on the alluvial fan is another consequence of the warehouse. Oil slicks and lubricant
leaks, and other emissions from the several hundred cars to be parked there will run off with the rains and infiltrate the
ground water poisoning it both locally and all the way down slope.
Regarding prope1ty values ... according to the Zillow estimate our property value suddenly dropped by $4000 last
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month after climbing over $27,000 the previous year. So the word about the warehouse is apparently out. And this drop
in property values is directly attributable to the potential approval by the city council of rezoning and permitting of the
warehouse. It seems that unless reason takes hold, there may be a long series of lawsuits. Considering the several
hundred people living in Horizon Hills, this could come into a lot of money that the warehouse company and the city of
Reno might have to pay. The warehouse people cannot bribe all of the people in this neighbourhood to remove their
objections to the warehouse. They have already bribed one family with a large sum of money to remove their objection
to the warehouse. It seems that bribery is the warehouse company's solution to legitimate objections to the warehouse.
Will they be able to make such bribes to everyone in the neighbourhood? We are the immediate neighbours of the
family that was bribed. We are being impacted even more by the flooding that will be caused by this warehouse.
There are plenty of other issues that could be brought up with regards to placing such a large warehouse in the middle
of a neighbourhood, e.g., loss of a carbon sink (plants that take up C02 ... I have never known a parking lot or
warehouse to take up carbon). The addition of several hundred cars to an area which has relatively clean air compared
to the smog pit that is Reno, will certainly put an end to our clean air and will complicate the health of those people in
the neighbourhood, who have moved here to have cleaner air. Basically, the warehouse will be a significant increase in
the carbon foot-print of man in the area.
I am mailing this letter out to each of the members of the city council, the newspapers and news stations, and to the
Sierra Club ... as well as a few other interested parties. It will then become part of the official record of this move to
approve the placement of a warehouse into a neighbourhood.
In case you are wondering about my credentials, and wonder if I know what I am talking about, you can check some of
the websites below. I am on the graduate faculty of three universities, an affiliate research professor at the Desert
Research Institute, a visiting professor in geosciences at the University of Bari, Italy, I have conducted research for
over 35 years in the American West, and the Mediterranean region, have had a consulting firm for 20 years in the US
and am licensed in Washoe County, the State of Nevada, and the central Federal registry. I have been conducting
research in southern Italy for the last eight years, and am now running a climate change consulting firm in Europe that
is registered both with the Irish government, were we are located, but also with the European Union. We are initiating
global change and sustainable environments projects now in Ireland, Italy, and Tunisia. We have personnel from the
U.S., Ireland, Italy, Germany, and the Near and Middle East. I am ranked in the top 10% of environmental scientists
globally, and I have over 46 years of research experience.

I hope that my contribution will help in your decision regarding the placement of this warehouse. It was clear that your
engineering assessment was not really taking the environmental ramifications into account. Although I am not in the
U.S. at this time, I am in contact with people in the Horizon Hills neighbourhood and am providing them with
information to help them fight this change in the quality of our lives.
Sincerely,

~~;rf2_
Dr. Peter Ernest Wigand
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Earth- & Eco- Systems Expertise for Environmental Modelling & Restoration (EESEEMR)
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Barbara Aufiero <aufierob@reno.gov>
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Re: LDC20-00030 (Majestic Liberty)
1 message
Kyle Chisholm <chisholmk@reno.gov>
Tue, Feb 11, 2020 at 7:47 AM
To: Doug Browne <dbrowne@devcon-const.com>, Lisa Mann <mannl@reno.gov>, Reno City
Clerk's Office <cityclerk@reno.gov>
Doug, thank you for your comments . I will forward them to the City Clerk's Office to be part of
the official record and to the City Council for review.
Take care,
Kyle Chisholm
Assistant Planner
Community Development Department
City of Reno
1 E. 1st Street, 2nd Floor
chisholmk@reno.gov
775.326.6665
To check the status of your Building Permit, please visit the ONE citizen access portal
at https://aca.accela.com/one/ and select Building.

On Tue, Feb 11, 2020 at 5:49 AM Doug Browne <dbrowne@devcon-const.com> wrote:
Hello Kyle,

I writing to let you know of our support for the Majestic Liberty project on North Virginia and to
let you know that Majestic Liberty is working with local contractors. Majestic Realty is a high
quality developer that is the nation's largest private industrial developer. They are a quality
family business that believes in partnering with the local community and businesses - this is
the type of developer we need to be welcoming to Reno. I see that as very important just not
in Reno, but specifically the North Valley's where development has been so sensitive over the
past decade. Majestic has proposed a project that to me and most everyone else that I have
talked with that is very complimentary to the corridor on North Virginia with all the existing
new industrial buildings. To me this is the perfect use for these parcels.

We worked with Heather Manzo extensively on the Makita project on Military and Echo to
establish special use conditions that both the neighbors and the developer could live with and
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are delivering a great project to Reno as a result that I believe the neighbors have been
happy with. This wasn't the case from a previous developer (Hunt Southwest) that tried to
develop that same parcel with all out of town engineers, architects, & contractors and didn't
work with the community- they failed. Majestic is using the same approach for success as
Prologis and Makita to ensure they are engaging the local community and building
relationships. Hopefully this project moves forward and gets approval from Council. Please
let me know if you have any questions for me or if there is anything I can do to help. Thanks.

Regards,
Doug Browne I Sr. Project Manager & Reno Branch Manager

DEVCON CONSTRUCTION INCORPORATED
9476 Double R Blvd., Suite B, Reno, NV 89521

Main Line: (775) 851-2255 extension 5569

Direct: (408) 964-5569
Cell: (775) 772-7879
License#: CA- 399163; NV- 49987

The information contained In this e-mail Is intended only for the individual or entity to whom it is addressed.

Its contents (including any attachments) are confidential and may contain privileged information.

If you are not an intended recipient you must not use, disclose, disseminate, copy or print its contents.
If you receive this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete and destroy the message.
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